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Abstract. This article contains five short poems. The author, Katrin Jivkova (10), is Bulgarian but lives in the UK. She will be in year 6 in September. From a very early age Katrin has been dreaming of becoming a writer. She has already written many short stories and these are her first attempts at writing poetry. The poems are inspired by frightening stories that are popular among children of her age and keep them awake at nights.
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SCARY GHOST

The light roamed across the gloomy sky.
The light wasn’t very bright.
In fact it was dark.

Purple thunderstruck lightning shot at every second
and vile green eyes glared from the cold shivers…

UNICORN

A tiny twinkle gleamed in the distance.
So small but very bright.
A feathering swish filled the cloudless sky.
Clip clop! Padding hooves like door knockers.
A pointed horn placed neatly on top of the pretty pink blur.
The figure smiled faintly and soared through the sky of sunset.
You shan’t dare to cross the East star or thee mighty one will invade you and your people. No peace, no smiles. You shall live or shan’t. Hell you shall cross and death you shall pass.

SUPER HERO

The sun is shivering and worried. 
Cackling surrounds the land. 
Darkness is everywhere.
Suddenly… a starlight glow bursts into the cackles and stares. 
It whizzes through the miserable trees at the speed of light.
The center of the Earth it reaches and hums rapidly. 
Its brightness fills the Earth and impossible meteors crash into the glares and glooms. 
The glow saved the day once more.
The gentle breeze
The dancing seas
The sugar sand
The lemonade stand
The shimmering light
The wonderful sight
Oh, how hot it is
The sun is in a little fizz
When we are here on the beach
Let us drink our juice of peach.
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